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A labor-saving combination—"Jackhamers” operating from an I-R portable 
OE _ sc ay compressor 

= 

| a | i “Jackhamer”’ Drills and portable air compressors have been 

ee tremendous factors in making the United States a land of 

kamal fine highways. 

cE Before the introduction of these powerful tools, road- ‘ 
b aq 44: : : 

ES a building was a tedious job. Nowadays, broad, smooth, 
B my . : 

H paved highways are constructed with remarkable speed 

B Hl : and frequently at a lower cost per mile. 

Ue The “Jackhamer” Drill, of which there are now eight sizes, 

UL) is widely used throughout the world in road building, min- 

0 ing, foundation work, and many other projects too numer’ 

| ous to mention. 

Wherever you go, at home or abroad, you will find IR 

sales and service offices ready to serve you. 

INGERSOLL-RAND CO. .~ - 11 Broadway, New York 

Branches or distributors in principal cities the world over 

For Canada Refer—Canadian Ingersoll-Rand Co., Limited 

10 Phillips Square, Montreal, Quebec 

| Ingersoll -Rand 
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In train service they afford the luxury of smooth, silent travel, with 
starting resistance reduced 88%. 

One hundred and thirty-four railroads are now using or testing 
Timken Bearings, so it does not seem a far cry to the time when 
all transportation—passenger cars, freight cars, mine cars, motor 
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Equipped. They will not be modern unless they are. The Timken 
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Four Years at Wisconsin 

I\ the short space of a few months, barring accidents, I university, preferably the latter because it sounded better, 

shall have completed the course in Electrical Engineering the exact difference between the two being somewhat vague. 
offered by the College of Engineering at the University. In short, an education was a means to an end, an easy road 
Graduation from a college means something to the farmer to a high-salaried position, a short-cut to success. And suc- 
lads back home, who don’t know very much about colleges. cess was measured in terms of a yearly salary. 

Their attitude can be summed up in a sentence which they so As a boy, I became interested in electricity and all things 

often use: “Yup, its gittin’ tu be electrical without knowing very 
nowadays that a fella can’t get no- much about either. At various 

wheres without a edication!” But It is very seldom that articles appear times in my electrical development, 
when I meet a man, and he tells me anonymously in the Wisconsin Engineer; I had mended my mother’s flat- 

he is a graduate of a certain uni- but this is a paper that is seldom written; iron, put a socket in the basement, 

versity and goes on to say how and if jeiiiten seldom finds its way into the wired the garage, constructed, at 
: Editor's box. The writer was an electrical 

successful his football team has engineering student who graduated three great expense and any amount of 
been lately, it doesn’t mean very years ago. patience, an electric motor, and 

much to me. My four years at oo ae a crowned my scientific achievements 

Wisconsin have resulted in my ac- This Vie Ponte: 38 “ok necesses ily i a b bing the then little known cordance with the editorial policy of this y Probing 
quisition of an entirely new set of magazine. Far from it. Yet the truth of wonders of radio-telephony. I took 

values. At one time I had a very expression, and logical discussion are of in- a more or less genuine interest in 

mistaken notion about the purpose terest to us. these matters just as most other 

of a university education; and Cynicism for most of us is a pose. To boys would have done, had they 

now, in the light of my college ex- this student it was actually and frankly had the same opportunities. After 
perience, I should like to set down felt. Somewhere during his university life finishing high school, there were 

hat I think ould ¥e- things had changed. He blamed the Uni- twa thi 3 do—-#0"t0 work: or wha ink a person s r é ; ‘© things to g 
. versity. Most of us who have passed this Eh 

ceive from college, and whether or stage of thinking realize that all this is go to college. I was always inclined 
not, at the present time, he is re- merely the widening of our horizons. A to be lazy, so I came to college; I 

ceiving it. situation which proved to be unstable for chose the short road to success. 

I spent my early youth among this writer in his senior year. Whether I went to college or not, 

working people who earned their It is a line of thought that is sometimes I was eventually going to be 
daily bread by manual labor. My found among juniors and seniors and as “something”, but the college was a 

father was, and still is, a black- such certainly deserves space in this maga- shorter and less tedious method of 

smith, a trade requiring a little zine.—Eprror’s Nore. obtaining the same result. The 
patience, some degree of skill, and __ || formula was simple enough; here 

a strong back. From my early “was the boy wonder going to 

environment, I acquired my first ideas concerning education. college to learn all there was to learn about electricity; after 

In the community in which I lived, the view was quite uni' graduating, he would select his company from a large field 

versally held that it was easier for a person to work with his of bidders; in a short time he would revolutionize the elec- 

head than with his hands, that in order to become eligible to trical industry with a few simple inventions; and finally, as 
this high order of head-workers, a so-called education was a fitting climax, be promoted to chief engineer of the General 

necessary—this education to be acquired at a college or Electric Company, or President of the Westinghouse Com-
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pany, or what not. It required little strain on a boy’s imag- stands forth in all its disgusting banality, bought at a terri- 
ination to picture this program. So I entered the University ble price of fierce energy and blasted hopes, yet suddenly 

as a freshman in the College of Engineering. ‘cheap at half the price’. And the tired senior cast a weary 

Woodrow Wilson, in his essay “The Spirit of Learning’ glance at the pettiness which surrounds him and. shap es his 
says, “The college is a process of slow evolution from the vocal app aratus for cripute and biting remarks, fashioned 
schoolboy and the schoolboy’s mental attitude into the man along the gum lines of an exp SEEDS Hoe yet": suarier cae 

and his entirely altered view of the world.” For my pur- bury’ old.” The writer of the article accounts for SENIOE Syne 

poses, the statement is correct. I entered this University 1©S™ 8 follows: Ifa goodly prop’ ortion of the cynics were 

with the mental attitude of a fifth or sixth grade schoolboy. frank with themselves—which is very difficult for a college 

I came down to the University with the distinct purpose of senior—they would admit that a large part of their soured 
acquiring a knowledge of one particular branch of science. Pt of view is due to the fact that they have wasted a lot 

At that time, I made no distinction between a professional of energy on useless things through their poor planning, that 

college and a liberal college. To me, the College of Letters they have been unable to reach goals set by a too inflated 
and Science was the place where the rich *5 son re imagination, that they are at the top of the ladder now and an. s the place w men’s sons were ‘ 
sent to get their particular kind of an education. They had have NO ORE to look up to and comfort them, and are eying 

little in common with me; I came to college, they were sent. mightily to pacify their sense of failure. They do not realize 

The idea of attending college for four years and not pre- that things do not always go the way we wish them to, that 

paring one’s self for some special calling, was to me a colossal SOM of the dreams of youth are destined to disap pointment, 
waste of time. Who in all the world wanted to spend four and that what Was ORES will not always be. T quote this 
of the best years of his life reading old English literature, article not for its philosophy, but because ab, Tepresentsl the 

learning foreign languages, and studying that mysterious and °PP' osite side of my question, Very obviously, I am a senior 

high-sounding blather called psychology? I was unable to see °™° but I don t think my attitude was caused by a waste of 

the light principally because I didn’t want to; I was too much 9 SPCBY OF of inflated goals on my part. 
concerned with electricity. I came to Wisconsin, as I have said before, with prac- 

. . os tically no knowledge of what I was about to do, of the work 

My college. career is now drawing ‘to a close; it will only 1 was about to enter, or the benefits I was to derive from a 
be a few months now when the once-coveted sheepskin will 1 aucdtion I entered college swith am abundance: of 
be mine, but somehow I can’t help but feel that those four bai er ce 8 pea : 

; ‘aith in the University, in the College of Engineering, in 
years have not been sp ene to! any iereae advantage, I will the faculty of the College, in the students, in other people, 
graduate from a professional college; I am supposed to know and in myself. .And in the four intervening years, [ have 

a little about the fundamentals of what that one particular lose: that faith. 1 eealie, that that i 4 sather hia a sate 
branch of science, electricity, but my mental horizon has : oe . 

5 ment, but in general terms it is true. Very clearly, something 
increased to such an extent that today I know less than the 1s wrong, either with myself, the institution, or both. I 
day I entered. The once cherished white-collar job no longer think « 00: at have of the blame must necessaril fall on the 

holds any appeal. My first English theme and my first set . tie = m 

of problems in trigonometry shattered the fond belief con- nSNEon: 
cerning the relative ease of working with one’s head and It was not until I had reached the latter part of my Junior 

one’s hands. The large electrical concerns are today literally eat that I caught a glimmering of what I think an education 
choked with boy wonders like myself who in their youth really is. Of course, education, like religion, is extremely diffi- 

repaired the houschold electrical appliances, and dreamed ‘ult to define; it means different things to different people. 
fond dreams of rivaling the attainments of Steinmetz, or For example, back in my high school days I very erronously 
Heaviside, or Edison, or Pupin. The prospect of being swal- associated the term education with colleges and universities; 

lowed in some large industrial concern, of the long years of somehow or other I had the idea that an education was some- 
dull and perhaps tedious labor, of the meager salaries, of the thing which a person acquired by spending four years in 
drab life in a large city makes one wonder whether after all time and some four thousand dollars in money at a college or 

there are not a number of advantages in spending one’s life, university. That conception, I think, is quite prevalent 
like my fathers have done, pounding hot iron. Sad though @mong other than high school people. To many students, 
it may seem, such is my attitude with graduation only five especially in professional colleges, an education consists 

months away. There is a feeling predominate in me that merely in the accumulation of a vast store of technical in- 

my college career has been a failure. formation, I should call that a training course, not an educa- 

tion. Ifa college education is merely a training course, then 

Perhaps the above conclusion is reached by a good many J have no ground to criticise the College. I believe it possi- 
seniors; Iam in no position to argue that point. At any rate, ble that a student with the aid of a good memory can by 

seniors are often typified as being cynical and sophisticated. diligent study accumulate an amazing store of information. 
I have before me a clipping from the Daily Cardinal of a But I have heard it said by a number of professors that the 

month ago entitled ‘Senior Cynicism’. Quoting the article: yea] purpose of a college education is to teach the student to 

“In the sad half-light of evening how inane all things seem. think clearly and reason accurately. I submit that the major- 

As in the waning days of life, so also in the last year of ity of the graduates of the Engineering School have neither 
one’s university education the glistening veneer which has one of these qualities. 
hid the things of life for many years sloughs off and existence (Continued on page 58) 
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A Method for Improving Pavement Crown 
By GeorceE J. HEIMERL, c’27 ! 

The crown design of various types of pavement has not near the center of the pavement whenever possible, instead 

been given the consideration the importance of the subject of remaining in the proper traffic lane. Heavy, slow-moving 

deserves. The present method of design, while formerly _ traffic will invariably do this when there are adverse weather 

suitable for narrow pavements and slow speed traffic, now conditions. 
is largely unsuited to modern conditions of wide pavements Skidding and slipping toward the gutter occur all too 

and faster travel. easily and frequently when rain, snow, and ice make travel q 
The parabolic curve has been generally used for the precarious. Under extreme conditions, cars have been unable 

Has! Y% wioetH 

\%y WioTH zg 

————— h WIDTH & 

ie'>| \ Por IA ORDINATE c ay 

k Pow B 

A typical cross section of a pavement which is not dangerous for vehicles. 

crown design. Although providing a curve pleasing to the even to reach the center of the street after leaving the curb. 

eye, it has many disadvantages. It is undesirable to have a 4 per cent grade from the quar- 
On a wide pavement, the parabolic curve results in an ter point to the gutter. For drainage, 2 per cent or 4 inch 

extremely flat surface over the middle half, and an entirely per foot is adequate for a smooth surfaced pavement, such 
unnecessary degree of pitch to the gutter for the remaining as for concrete or asphalt surfacing. This, together with 

portion. The wider the pavement, the more these disad- the street grade, will easily take the water, even if there are 

vantages are magnified. imperfections in the finished surface. 

In order to utilize this curve, and prevent the center por- By reducing this unnecessary pitch on the sides, a much 
tion of the pavement from being too flat, high crowns must more comfortable riding angle together with increased safety, 

be used. As a result, approximately three-fourths of this will be had. These advantages may be obtained by combin- 
high crown is found in the quarters near the gutters, and ing a straight line grade of 14 inch per foot with parabola. 

Combined System Customary Parabola Saving in 
ag 

Pavement Ord. Ord. aT | Ord. Ord. Siown Vy Pt. 1/3 Pt. 
Width Vy Pt. v3 Pe, | 4 Pe Va Pe) oy Pt. 1/3 Pe. Meth. Meth. 

30 ft. 2.56” 3.50” 3.50” 3.81” 3.75” 4.45” 5.00” 1.50” 1.19” 

40 ft. 3.19” 4.02” 4.44” 4.85” 5.25” 6.23” 7.00” 2.56” 21S® 

50 ft. 3.81” 4.85” 5.37" 5.89” 6.56” 7.78" 8.75” 3.38” 2.86” 

56 ft. 4.19” 5.35” 5.94” 6.52” 7A3” 8.45” 9.50” 3.56” 2.98” 

60 ft. 4.44” 5.69” 6:31" 6.94” 75% 8.89” 10.00” 3.69” 3.06” 

80 ft. 5.69” 7.858 | 8.19” 9.02” 9.75” 11.56” 13.00” 4.81” 3.98” 

A tabulation of the important computations and dimensions in the above design. 

on our finest and widest pavements, we have the middle half This straight line rise from the edge of the gutter should 
of the pavement higher than the curb and a slope from the continue to either the one-quarter point, or the one-third 

cne-quarter point to the gutter of about 4 per cent. point, depending on whether the pavement is to be laid in 

The side pitch resulting from this high crown is a source two, three, or four sections. From the one-quarter or the 

of discomfort and even danger to vehicles. Where a pave’ one-third point, use the parabolic curve on the same 1% inch 

ment is warped for some special condition, or where a street per foot basis. Making the slab joint the point of tangency 

is curved, a high parabolic crown is particularly objection simplifies the design and use of strike-offs. 
able. A table of crowns for a concrete pavement of standard 

Because of this tilt, traffic has a marked tendency to keep (Continued on page 55)
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Ancient Surveying Instruments 
JoHN R. Roserts, c’30 

OME two thousand years ago when Hero of Alexandria square capital on top. A long screw was fastened to the 
S went out with his dioptra over his shoulder and his circular plate by two pins and tangent to the cog-wheel. By 
papyrus field book tucked away somewhere in a pocket of turning this screw all of the instrument above the circular 
his classic robes, he proved the worth of his theories and the plate could be revolved in a horizontal direction around the 

usefulness of his equipment, and made the beginnings of stationary spindle. Above the square capital were two ver- 
what was destined to be one of the most important and prac- tical blades or standards, about a foot long, and between 

tical of the sciences. Since that time, the science of survey- them, at the top, was a rule or straight-edge, six feet in 
ing has been perfected and developed in many ways, but length, and hung to them by a pin or journal, to allow a 
the family resemblance be- movement of the straight-edge 

| tween the ancient surveying ia pee — ttl ded | in a vertical plane. Below 
instruments of Hero and our mS va ee (UU the straight-edge, and between 

modern surveying equipment = c = se the standards, was a vertical 
obvious. = aS = \\\ N semi-circle, cogged at its outer 

Hero was a scholar at the [= Spd Pe = edges and turned by a long 
University of Alexandria about = ea screw fastened to the square 
100 B. C. when it was at the [ss SS SO capital. On top of the straight- 
zenith of its glory. A learned es PRY Sa edge a long water level was 
mathematician and__philoso- Ma bg placed, and at each end was a 
pher, he was prolific in his y a7 thin blade with a slit cut in it, 

writings on both subjects. Hig ME. Z : i: through which the observer 
The work for which we re ff oe y i could look.” 
member him in this connec- [EG (ne on i'd The dioptra could be used 

3 ee i Ge A Se VN ly : re 
tion, however, is his book, ey el LP ee E Sy | \ ‘ for staking out straight lines, 

“Dioptra,” a treatise on land re LLY <S a le FY for leveling, or for turning 
surveying. This book consists Pee fE ey BRS YS ve | if right angles. Hero mentions 
of a description, with sketches, iv. FE hy) LINAS Nes if two poles which he used 
of his “dioptra,” and thirtyy Pye Ses, Fl We M hi either as leveling rods or as 
three problems in surveying a4 eZ \ y A eo) | : pickets. One of the rods was 

with simple solutions. This [# ce EY Wn 4) 5 iM the ancestor of the modern 
instrument was, so far as his- \ Det es, f ¥ Es Q Ys J F| level rod, in that it had a 

Lage WEY Sn Ta GR h : tory can tell, the first and F@Gcst7 We {/ \e \ movable target which was 
original transit or level. Even & WG See lp\ i P supported by a string over a 
in its crudeness it resembles JMSScas=}h Gee SS 1 Gg a ~ I t pulley at the top. The tar- 
the modern transit in appear- yas ee sf} get could be raised and held 

The construction of the ie |B e-pes-5=-iS ee=—= | «around a spike on the rod. 
optra was as follows: ‘The In lowering it, the string 

whole instrument, with the A” ancient Roman surveying level from Herbert Hoover's was loosened and the target 
exception of a glass water level, ‘Tvdvistatton: of “Agrees dropped of its own weight. 
was made of brass, and was about five feet high. The lower Hero did quite a bit of leveling, several of the problems 

part or support was a hollow cylinder about three feet in in his book being examples of level work done with the 

length, with three sharp prongs at the bottom to hold it dioptra. He also mentions in his book two other instru- 
firmly to the ground, and a small weight was suspended by a_ ments: the asterisk, an instrument used prior to Hero's 
string at one side, to show when it was vertical. On top of dioptra, and the odometer, an instrument for measuring by 

this support a large circular plate was fastened, always in a means of a paddle-wheel and a set of cogs, the speed of a 
horizontal position when the instrument was in use. Above ship through the water. 

this was a second hollow cylinder less than a foot in length, In spite of its apparent crudeness and limitations, for it 
and enveloping a spindle of the same length, which was could be used to measure only right angles, the dioptra was 
fastened to the large circular plate. The bottom of the a valuable instrument to the Roman surveyors who used it 
second cylinder was a cog-wheel, of a diameter less than that for five or six centuries both as a transit and a level. All of 
of the circular plate on which it rested, and the top, by way the famous military roads and aqueducts, bridges and forti- 
of ornament, was finished off like a Doric column, with a fications, of the Roman Empire were laid out and built with
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the aid of the dioptra. The “groma”, a simple cross-bar in’ of which the pivot of the straight-edge was the center. This 
strument for laying out lines at right angles, is another made it possible to compute distances and heights by means 
instrument used by the Romans. The remains of one were of similar triangles. The instrument was evidently intended 
found in the ruins of Pompeii, and after careful study, the for many uses as is shown by the variety of examples Mer- 
instrument was reconstructed. liers offers in his explanation, — but it is puzzling why so 

From the time of the Roman Empire until the fifteenth or tude and inaccurate an instrument was produced at this 
sixteenth century, there was little development of conse- time. The development of the dioptra and its modified forms, 

quence in scientific work of any kind. During the latter i i8 supposed had not yet reached a high enough stage to 
part of the fifteenth century, trigonometry, which had been Warrant its universal adoption. 
invented just before Hero’s time, became something of a In 1631, am important invention was made, that of the 

science, and it was at this time that one quadrant of the cir. Vermer. This attachment was immediately placed on the 

cle was first divided into degrees. Several years later the S“tveying instruments of the time, making it possible to ob- 
opposite quadrant was likewise divided to give the benefit ‘in greater accuracy in readings. 
of a second reading. It was not until about 1750 that the An illustration in Dr. Louis Bell’s book, “The Telescope”, 
whole circle was graduated. gives us a fair idea of the type of equipment used by astron- 

omers in the seventh century. The picture shows a large 
Fi counted telescope through which the astronomer is peering 

FL cb at the heavens. The support for the instrument is about 

ns UI eight feet high. The elbow at the top which holds the tele- 
7 scope is attached to the support by a collar arrangement 

: Ff aa Ze > which permits the instrument to be revolved completely 

oe (| } EL ere around in a horizontal circle. This elbow may be replaced 
a NM ia by one of a different angle, and additional collars may be 

= LOS [Dov added to increase the height of the barrel. The barrel of 
Tf i, the telescope is attached to a long narrow box over its entire 

Co <=) length, and this box is in turn pivoted on the above-men- 
C IT tioned elbow so that the telescope and box are free to revolve 

in a vertical circle. The box is supported by a circular brace 

which is held by a hand screw in any desired position be- 

tween the horizontal and the vertical. The vertical angle of 
the line of sight is read on a quadrant attached to the barrel 
of the telescope, by means of a plumb line which hangs from 

} aS the apex of the quadrant. The telescope itself is about six 
mT y V \ feet in length, and is in four sections, excluding the eyepiece 

and front lens-piece. 
. It would seem that the nineteenth century ushered in the 

The dioptra as described by Hero. From the Journal of the era of what we might call modern surveying instruments, in 

Association of Engneering Societhies. contrast to the earlier ancient surveying instruments. At 

. . any rate, the descriptions and pictures of the equipment used 
The sixteenth century Saw. meny developments in the by engineers and surveyors about 1820 and in later years are 

science Om mathematics and surveying, and a consequent de- similar in every respect to those in use today, albeit they are 
velopment An, surveying instruments. Gunther (1580), the 4 bit clumsier and harder to handle. The vernier and slow 
English mathematician, invented the surveyor’s “chain”, and js otion feature, the plane-table, the tape holder, the tele- 

several scales and measuring devices. Mercator (1560), the scopic sight, the level, the slide-rule, and other instruments 
Flemish map-maker, evolved the method of laying down the hich we regard as a part of modern. surveying equipment, 

earth's surface One plane Projection: This method, called 550 al] pictured in a treatise on surveying published in Boston 
Mercator’s projection, made it possible to record and map in 1828, By Professor John Farrar of Harvard. 

surveyor's data more effectively than before. In conclusion, it is interesting to note that the profession 

In 1573, Jean de Merliers, professor of mathematics in of land surveying and the development of the equipment 
Paris, published a pamphlet entitled “L’Usage du Quarré”. necessary to it, began back in the time of the Egyptians, the 

The “quarré” was a surveying instrument making use of Medes, and the Persians, and continued on through the his- 
simple geometric and trigonometric relations. The quarré tory of civilized peoples to its present state of perfection. 
was evidently made of wood in the form of a square. One Before Hero’s time, investigations had been made and theor- 

quadrant of an are joined two opposite corners and was ies advanced, — but Hero was the first man to collect all the 
divided into ninety degrees. At the apex of the quadrant, isolated facts and fragments then known, and with the aid 

a straightedge with a sighting slot was pivoted so that a of his own research on the subject. To put it to a practical 

sight could be taken along the edge of the piece and the angle. use. His works as well as his instruments were taken up by 
read on the quadrant. The two opposite edges of the square the Romans, and started on their way to elaboration and 
were divided into sixty divisions each, an radii of the circle development down through the ages.
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A Kaleidoscope of Experiences in Summer Work 

THE THINKER to the other side of the fence in the capacity of a timekeeper. 
By ALvin BENESH Tt was then I learned the difference between working out a 

Tn desks away from where I worked in the drafting job on paper and actually doing the work in the field. I was 
office, in the rear of the room, sat a quiet old gentle- thoroughly familiar with the specifications and was much 

man who appeared to be doing very little work all day. He surprised at the contrast between the way the work was done 
would come to work in the morning, arrange a book or two, and what the specifications called for. The inspector passed 
seat himself comfortably, jot down a few lines on a sheet of many things that I would have questioned. He was an expe- 
paper, and then just sit and stare, apparently wrapped in rienced man and recognized what was important and what 
thought. Except for writing an occasional brief note, he was not. This enabled him to pass certain infractions of the 
would be motionless for minutes at a time. Then he would specifications. By this leniency the job was expedited, the 
putter around with a pair of triangles on contractor and the inspector were not 
some sketch for an hour or more; then constantly bucking one another, and 
go back to staring across the room. CERTAIN SENIORS GIVE IM- the job was entirely satisfactory when 

There were some days when he would PRESSIONS GATHERED completed. 
show a burst of energy. He would bor- ON THE JOB NOT FIRED 
row the chief draftsman’s dictaphone The engineering student who 

and dictate several letters in quick suc- works during what has been By Water E. McDonatp 
cession. The concise, clear, and unhes- humorously called the vacation “Such a mistake may get by in school, 

itating way in which “he dictated the period brings back £0 the college but in practical work you would have 

letters left no doubt that he knew his : new point of aes thane Nas received a good calling down and per- 
business. enelop ed out of . his Sones haps have lost your job.” How many 

° with practical affairs. His pre- : , 3 
During my first few days at the office conceived notions get many a times have we been told this during our 

I was much interested in the man but shock; he learns to put new days at the university? So many, in 

was too busy at my own work to inquire values upon what he knows and fact, that I believed it and was about to 
about him. After I got a little better does not know; he discovers look for my coat and hat after the fol- 

acquainted I learned that he was a pat- his place in the social scheme. lowing incident had occurred. 
ent engineer. His was a very responsible If his judgment is sound, he re- I was working in a highway office. A 

ne ; turns a wiser and more teach- ; 
position. He it was who had most to do able man because of his expe- set of plans was being rushed to comple- 

with the writing of patent applications rience. We present herewith a tion for an approaching letting of con- 
and protecting patents for the company. few impressions gathered by the tract. Plans, cross-sections, and the title 

Deliberate and careful thinking was re- senior civils while “on the job.” sheet were scattered about on a large 

» quired in order to claim the inventions drafting table, and mixed with them was 
in their broadest sense, to apply for a roll of cross-section paper. I needed 
protection in matters that even the inventors would over- a piece of this roll and passed the shears through it as I 
look. He also played a large part in litigation concerning had done many times before, but on this unforgetable occa- 
infringements and interference. His work required thought. sion I also cut the title sheet beneath to the extent of seven 
It was responsible work, characterized by quality rather or eight inches. For a moment I was dazed. The thought 

than quantity. of the long and tedious labor which the damaged sheet rep- 

resented rushed through my mind together with the reali- 
ON BOTH SIDES OF THE FENCE zation that the plans were to be sent away that same day. 

By F. P. ErtcHsEN 1 expected to be fired; the only question was: Would I be 

There will always be two sides to the fence in the con- thrown out immediately or permitted to finish out the 
tracting game: the office side and the field side. It has been week? I told the chief of the accident. He replied in 
my good fortune to know something about both sides, After Words I could hardly believe: “Hell! That was too bad.” Not 
two years in the office of a contracting firm, I had six months @nother sign of anger did he show. . I was as stunned as if I 
of field experience. The marked difference between the had been fired, but Aba a pleasant thing to learn that 
viewpoint of the office and the way the job actually is done outside of school accidents may happen without costing 
impressed me greatly. It was particularly noticeable on a OP€S Position. 

job with which I was associated from its embryonic stage to THEY DESIGNED BY GUESS 

its completion. By Lester W. BARTSCH 

After having worked on the job in the office from its in- After I had completed two years of my college course, I 
ception until it became a contract in our hands, I was jumped became dissatisfied with education and decided, as many
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Frazer, Art, ¢’28, has been recently promoted to Assistant chapter of A. S. C. E. on the 16th; subject, “Replanning of | 

Engineer of the United States Geological Survey at St. Paul. Tokio and Yokohoma.” 

He is working on the nine foot channel for the upper Miss- Stiles, Dwight H., c’20, is on the staff of the Associated 

issippi River. Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Companies at 111 W. Wash- 

Grant Eugene L., c’17, ce’28, until recently professor of ington St., Chicago. He joined the staff in October, 1929, at 

industrial engineering at Montana State College, is now asso- the same time that Carroll Robb, ¢’24 joined it. He has a 

ciate professor of civil engineering at Stanford University. son, Allen, who is 1% years old. His home is in River- 

He will teach engineering economics and engineering applica- dale, Ill. 

tions of accounting and statistics. Professor Grant has just Ward, Gerald C., ¢’29, former editor of the “Wisconsin 

published a new book, “Principles of Engineering Economy,” Engineer” and instructor in railway engineering last year, 

which is reviewed in another column in this issue of the was married on June 19 to Sarah Augusta Hardy of 

WISCONSIN ENGINEER. Spencer, Idaho. The bride is a 1928 graduate of Wisconsin. 

Hardy, A. A., ex ¢’27, is working on preliminary design and They motored to New York City where Mr. Ward was to 

layout for the Prairie Pipe Line Company at the offices of begin a connection with the McGraw-Hill Book Company. 

that company at Tulsa, Oklahoma. He is married but has After a summer in the big city, they started West again 

no children, Paul Fell c’28 is with the same company in the about the middle of September for a swing around the 

inventory department. college circuit. 

Hasler, H. J., ¢’17, is an electrical contractor in Gary, In- Wehrle, Otto, c’29, MS’30, is in the U. S. Engineer Office 

diana. He is married and has a boy of six. He stopped in at Milwaukee. 
the Engineering Building a couple of weeks ago. Weider, Carl, formerly a professor at Wisconsin, is chief 

Kessler, L. H., ¢’22, Professor of Hydraulic Engineering, is engineer of the Prairie Pipe Line Company at Independence, 

on leave of absence to build a water works, and sewage dis- Oklahoma. | . 
posal plant at Williams Bay, Wisconsin. The cost is ex- Zervas, Walter C., c’22, was in Madison for Homecoming 

pected to run around $300,000. and reported that he is manager of the Electrical League of 

O’Connor, W. D., m’22, was a campus visitor on July 11, Milwaukee, an organization of all branches of the electrical 

1930. He is connected with the patent department of the industry engaged in promotion and market development 

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. at East Pittsburg, Pa. work. He has two children, one four years and one six 

Paine, Paul M., c’l4, gives his address as Box 196, Ken- ™onths old. 
osha, Wis. Since graduation he has been engaged in a vari- re 

ety of work including engagements with the Illinois and the ELECTRICALS 

Minnesota highway departments, with the Forest Products Chrysler, Maurice A., e’80, is a student radio engineer with 

laboratory at Madison, with Clayton County, Iowa, as county the R.C.A. Victor Company at Camden, N. J. He says he 

-engineer, and with city and municipal engineers. would be glad to hear from his former 

Parsons, W. J., ¢’26, is with the U. S. G. S. at Helena, acquaintances. Address: 534 Penn St., a 

Montana. He is working on flood control along the upper Camden. \ _ 

Missouri River. He is married but has no children. _ Fairweather, Burton A., ¢’28, is still | \ 

Oettmeier, Arnold G., ¢’27, is job engineer under E. M. in toll developmentwork with the Av Ts Ine 

Barnes, c’22, on a large filtration plant construction for & T. He also is on a radio program irik ra =~ 

Erie, Pa. He is working for Engstrom & Wynn of clrcutt. Address: 463 West St. New 

Wheeling, W. Va. Work City oo . 
. ae . Guillemin, E. A., e’22 is an instructor in Electrical Engi- 

Richtmann, William M., m’25, former business manager . t Massachusett’s Institute of Technol H 

‘of the “Wisconsin Engineer” and instructor in steam and werticd May 29, 192: foe noNgy: e was 

gas at Wisconsin, is to be married this fall to Marion Van Woodl. on May ov, 2: to Mary L. Moran, Address: 41 
3 é : . i oodlawn Ave., Wellesley Hills, Mass. 

Dusen of Prentice, Wis. Mr. Richtmann is now with the Hall, W. H, e'29, i P ‘ f itish 3 

Barber-Coleman Co. of Rockford, Ill. ally We iia @ a0, 18 an inspector tor she (Britis: Columbia 
. : . Electric Railway Company. He is situated at Ruskin, B. C. 

Robb, Carroll E., ¢’24, who was with the National Safety He says engineering is not as active a field up in Canada as 

‘Council for several years after graduation, in October, 1929, it is down in the states. He is working on a hydro-electric 
joined the staff of the Associated Factory Mutual Fire In- plant on the Stove River, and likes the work very much. 

SUPBNEE Companies at 111 W. Washington St., Chicago. He Koerner, Edwin Otto, e’23, was admitted to practice before 
is engaged in making periodic inspections of fire protective the Wisconsin Supreme Court on August 4, 1930. After 

systems in a territory extending from Denver to Detroit and graduation in 1923, Mr. Koerner went to the Western Elec- 

Winnipeg to El Paso. He lives tric Co. but a year later became an examiner of the U. S. 

at 801 S. Kenilworth, Oak Park, Patent Office. While in Washington he studied Law at night 
mL, and: hes a boys, John, 5, 6, school and was admitted to the Bar of the District of Colum- 
and David, 1% years old. Robb gy cet bia. He is now in the patent department of the Allis-Chalm- 
was in Madison and visited the Gs < Lg eve: Gonmpany at. Milwaukee 

college on October 10. Xp 3, EE nen aap 100° 4 . 
Ruf, Harold W., ’28, was mar- eS _Machael, Russell L., e 30, is a cadet engineer for the In- 

ried at Green Bay on June 19 \ ~~ diana Electric Corporation. / 

to Margaret D. Atkinson, daugh- aa Onstrud, Lawrence J., e’80, likes his work on the test floor 

ter of Mrs. Reginald Graham At- of the Westinghouse Electric plant very much. His address 

kinson of London, England, and a graduate of Wisconsin. is: 1489% Elm St., Wilkinsburg, Pa. 

Mr. Ruf will be instructor in hydraulics at Wisconsin. Rusch, Hugo, L., e’23, is Supervisor of Performance Report 

Smith, Bernard F., c’25, Address: 1224 E. Pacific Street, Section at the Headquarters Office of the Johns-Manville 

Appleton, Wisconsin. Corporation. 

Smith, Prof. Leonard S., ¢’90, ce’95, for many years pro- Schuchardt, R. F., e’97, E.E. ’11, has been appointed to 

fessor of highway engineering and city planning at Wis- serve on a committee to determine who shall be included in 

consin, writes from California under date of Oct. 9 as fol- the new “Who’s Who in Engineering”. Mr. Schuchardt is 

lows: “I am to give an illustrated talk to the Los Angeles (Continued on page 56)
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unas oecennneenoneneneetmanmniamtonaaantnnnnenennennenercantteerrnmanennnenan 

UNIVERSITY OFFERS Students taking mechanical “The type of training which we prefer is that of a sound 
ADDITIONAL COURSES engineering at the University fundamental training in structural engineering — something 
IN AERONAUTICS of Wisconsin now have the which is generally given in civil engineering courses. Where 

opportunity of specializing in aeronautical work is taken we prefer that it be taken as a 
aeronautical engineering under provisions that have gone into post-graduate course. Practically every university in the 
effect this fall. Eight courses, totaling seventeen credit- country appears to me to give too little attention to drilling 
hours, have been listed in the new bulletin of the College of in fundamentals and rushes the students into specialized 
Engineering. They include: aerodynamics, airplane stress courses for which they will have no use when they leave 

analysis, design of airplane parts, propeller theory, welding, school. We feel that having the students conduct analyses 
airplane engines, aeronautical on airplane structures is not 

meteorology and agp en ooo ontearly so valuable as having 
gine testing. Students wishing GAS ON THE STOMACH them spend the equivalent time 
to take the option in aeronau- “This is an age of science,” says President on the fundamental mechanics 
tics will take these special Frank, “but not a scientific age.” Verification behind it. A man with proper 
courses in place of some of the of his statement comes to us in apress dispatch grounding can very easily be 
courses usually required of the from the oil fields of Nebraska telling of an “oil trained in the method of air- 
mechanical engineers. They will Wizard” who is able to detect underground oil plane analysis once he has 

: supplies by the effect they have on his stomach, as : - - 
of course, be required to take In the presence of oil, he develops nausea. Not joined some engineering force. 
the fundamental courses re- only can he detect the presence of oil by this There is a general agreement 
quired of all engineering stu- simple means, according to the veracious re- that the field of aeronautical 
dents, and will be graduated porter, but he can also predict the output of a engineering is at present over- 
as mechancial engineers. Stu- proposed well. This pool will yield 200 barrels crowded, according to Professor 
dents in courses other than me- daily,” he says, or, “about 500 barrels here. Roark. It appears that the chanical engineering also will be Apparently the degree of nausea varies. We field is strictly limited. It seem 

§ cannot but be curious as to the results if he - y Seems 
able to elect these aeronautical should chance to find himself in the presence of difficult to find, either in the 

subjects. a real rip-snorter of a gusher. The moral of record and present status of 

The question of whether or this tale to the engineer is that he must realize commercial aviation or in the 
not to follow the lead of cer- that this is NOT a scientific age; that human history of the somewhat com- 
tain other engineering schools beings are credulous and crave miracles, and will parable automobile industry. : often follow the- quack with more enthusiasm — 2 
and establish a complete course than they will follow the scientist. Making sci- grounds for believing that aero- 
in Aeronautical Engineering entific thinkers of the mass of the population nautical engineering will ever 
was carefully considered by the will require many generations. In the mean- offer professional opportunity to 
faculty of the college last time, the engineer must accept the situation any great number of men of 
spring. A survey of the field philosophically and adjust his methods to the average ability. It would seem, 

. 2 conditions. There is a natural tendency to be . . 
that might absorb graduates in impatient with apparent stupidity. Such ten- rather, to hold attractive possi- 
aeronautics did not offer justifi- dency must be curbed. | bilities for a small number of 
cation for any greater speciali- graduates possessed of unusual 
zation than that now being scientific ability, originality, and 
offered under the aernautical option. Professor Raymond J. decided interest in the field of aviation. 
Roark, who has general supervision of the new option, spent The decision of the College of Engineering to offer train- 
part of last summer in visiting various factories and labor- ing in aeronautical engineering as an option in the course in 
atories to get first-hand information as to the wisdom of en- mechanical engineering is believed to be in accord with the 
couraging students to specialize in aeronautical engineering. judgment of those familiar with conditions in the industry. 

“Tt is clearly the belief of the engineers interviewed,” re- —_ 
ports Professor Roark, “that the best preparation is one that SOME COMMENTS It is almost a fifty-fifty chance that 
involves a thorough grounding in the fundamentals of mee ON TRAFFIC the installation of stop-and-go lights 
chanicts and stress analysis, rather than more superfii CONTROL will result in an increase in the ac- 
sial instruction in subjects specifically aeronautical in na- cident rate, according to a study that 

ture. This was the well-considered and strongly-held con- jig being made by the National Safety Council. Of the 341 
viction of several men, each of whom occupies a position in  ingtallations that were studied forty per cent resulted in an 
the industry that lends weight to his view.” The following increase in the number of accidents: 
excerpt from a letter is representative of their ideas: (Continued on page 55) 

0
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EDITORIALS GRANT, ¢’17, WRITES BOOK ON ENGINEERING 

(Continued from page 46) ECONOMICS . 

In an article in Public Safety for October, Earl J. Reeder, Reviewed by Lestiz F. VAN Hacan 

traffic engineer for the Council, discusses in detail one of Professor of Railway Engineering, University of Wisconsin 

the installations that increased accidents. The signal was in- PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING ECONOMY: By Eugene, L. Grant, 
: : ° Professor of Industrial Engineering, Montana State College. The Ronald 

stalled in November after 26 accidents had occurred since Press New York. Cloth 6x9 in.; pp. 387, $3.75 

the preceding January 1. During the corresponding period Prvene Bree Eugene Grant, nephew of former presi- 

following installation a number of accidents occurred. Mr. dent Birge and a graduate of the course in civil en- 

Reeder comments: “A collision diagram study should have gineering at the University of Wisconsin, has given the 

- discouraged the installation of a signal for the solution of this teachers of engineering economics an ably prepared text book 

particular accident problem. * * * Less than 20 per cent of for their work. I venture to predict that it will be well 

the accidents could have been affected by any ordinary signal _ received. 

installation.” Accidents increased 135 per cent at this inter- The book is suitable for a course that supplements the 

section following the installation, although they increased sual course in elementary economic principles; it devotes 

only 10 per cent for the city as a whole. itself to the practical application 

These facts will come as a shock to a good many people. of economic prinicples to specific 

The moral seems plain enough: We cannot go on assuming , a engineering problems. Teachers of 

that the stop-and-go light is a panacea for traffic difficulties. E - engineering are beginning to real- 

A bad intersection should be studied by someone who is og ize that this practical application 

qualified to determine what should be done. City fathers PRS Ee can be taught most effectively in 

will have to revise their ideas upon this point; it is not safe | “ special courses and under teachers 

to go on the assumption that “A signal may help; at least it oN who are engineers. The book 

can do no harm.” _— meets the needs of the instructors 

eee i atl and students in such courses. 

Students of traffice control can do some laboratory work id About half of the book is de- 

on University Avenue now that the Fathers have seen fit to Li voted to “The Arithmetic of En- 

install massive concrete blocks on that erstwhile fine thor- Prof. Grant, ¢17 gineering Economy,” one-quarter 

oughfare. This installation seems to be based upon a new : , to “Fact Finding in Economy 

principle in street traffic control; namely, that the safety of Studies,” and one-quarter to “Background for Economy 

one class of traffic may be secured at the expense of serious Studies.” The arithmetic is presented about as attrac- 

danger to another class. For the sake of protecting pedes- tively a8 such material will permti, but it still remains 

trians, automobile traffic is being subjected to a very serious arithmetic. Parts 2 and 3 give the author his real opportun- 

hazard. Already there have been enough car crashes against "Y and he has made them very interesting and valuable. His 

these concrete blocks to prove that they are extremely dan- style is direct, clear, and cinvincing. A student should find 
gerous. these two parts easy reading and much to his liking. 

Streets are called “arteries of traffic”. It would seem na: —— throughout the book are illustrative problems 

tural that the streets should be as free from obstructions as 4 “h command admiration. They have been gathered from 
possible if they are to carry their maximum traffic. Instead suc Naried fields of engineering that a student or a teacher 

of following that sensible principle, our City Fathers are oxy at ever fn sen be able to find plenty of illus- 

filling this thoroughfare, the most important in the city, with ~“ . op Uk Dis “Own. Pi articular field. The problems 

obstructions that have decreased its capacity mightily. a sited ‘8a that : they eunnlate s irly ‘well th e type of 
: ” . thing that the engineer will meet in his practice. 

It can be predicted with certainty that these concrete The author's common sense shows all through the book. 

blocks will be removed before long. The sad part 8 that He is careful to keep before the student those factors over 
they will probably be followed by something equally asinine. ang above arithmetic that infuence decisions in economic 

SE problems. 

Engineering may be defined as the application of the prin- The time is about ripe for a flood of text books in this 

ciples of science to the development of natural resources, the field. Professor Grant has set a very high standard for 

design and erection of structures, the construction and oper: those who will undoubtedly attempt to follow him. 

ation of machines and ways of transportaiton and communi- ess 

cation, and the devising and controlling of physical and The coming of engineering economic texts is a movement 

chemical processes of manufacture, especially those involving to equip the engineer with something more than a technical 

the use of machinery. Many of the simpler types of struc’ education. Engineers in contracting are more inclined 

tures, operatoins, and processes require little or no scientific towards business than design. An education in which eco- 

knowledge, but only the exercise of common sense and the nomics and especially engineering economics is given will 

skill and ingenuity acquired in practice. This is not the field equip technical men for contracting fields. Besides this, 

of the engineer, but rather that of the skilled workman or the consulting engineer, the engineering executive, and the 

artisan, and training for such work is obtained by practical city engineer now find in print, those elements of economics 

experience rather than by theoretical study. which formerly they had to analyze for themselves.
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‘Campus Notes | [|S -CUM PWS INOTES | 

AYRES CHOSEN AS ASSISTANT _ leges of the university. This percentage sophomore mining engineer on the 
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL is especially large on the cross-country squad. He, too, is a resident of Mad- 

ENGINEERING list, for about half of the varsity cross- ison. 
E. D. Ayres, who has been associated country men are engineers. They seem ——— 

with the firm of Jackson @ Moreland, to do quite a good job of the running ZIBELL HEADS THE BAND 
Engineers, of Boston for the last six besides, as the record of the team in- : 
years, has been appointed Assistant  dicates. Wisconsin placed second in Without the band, the football 
Professor of Electrical Engineering to the Western Conference, or Big Ten, games would lose a good deal of their 
teach power distribution and central last year, and promises to do as well, or color, for Wis- 
station courses at the University. better, in cross-country this year. consin has a won- 

Mr. Ayres has had a broad expe- Coach Tom Jones says of the men: aod : derful band. The 
rience in the field in which he is teach- “Engineers generally make good cross. M [PP HL Pes appearance, mu- 
ing. Jackson @ Moreland as a firm country men; they are not afraid of aa fee sic, and compli- 
during these six years have done much work, they like an outdoor life, and the 3 fe aA SS cated formations 
pioneering work in the field of system sport is well adapted to their schedule, i es attest this fact. 
interconnection and system stability for as the practice generally does not take | One of the hard 

such public utilities as ‘The Edison Elec- more than an hour daily. The cross —— est jobs in con- 
tric Illuminating Company of Boston, country team is made up mostly of en- nection with the 

ce Company, The gineers every season”. band is that of drum major. ; He must 
fic OteeEaRE and To classify the team still further, the strut around with a cocky tiring step, 
The New England civils have by far the largest majority throw his baton over the goal posts 

. : of runners, as in football they have and catch it without fail, drill the 
Rower Association, wet more men than any of the other classes band boys for their exhibition between 
and @ great deal of & of engineers. It is hard to tell whether halves, and carry a two-ton ermine 
industrial work for BS the civils like the outdoor life, or hat besides. 
such firms as The whether the miles of levelling and such . 
Standard Oil Com- |i E over the surrounding country make Only an engineer could get away 
pany and Illinois |, | them better fitted for the sport. At with all this successfully. He is Jerome Glass Company. |p ; any rate, they have the edge on the W. Zibell, civil senior, of Waterloo. 

Mr. Ayres has been |} ° other classes of engineers. He hasn't misspelled any words, on the ny "ha " re 8 idi least, thi hi ‘ ; . gridiron at least, this season, catches intimately — associ- oy he One of the chief personages among the baton ever 
ated with consider- [fig ip the “thinlies”, as The Daily Cardinal ti h k y 
able of this work |i chooses to call the runners, is Harry M. oe 1 ‘i mares Fs 
in a responsible ca- i Cortright, a junior civil, He comes Wa oRY ta int ‘ 
pacity. He has also a from Sandwich, Illinois. Just what a i ie ‘eb 
been connected | I aS eae connection the name of the town has ie andles the 14 
with the recent en- a Ses to do with his ability as a runner will a N) members of t he 
gineering work of |i 4 1 ‘gs be left to the punsters. John F. Wohl . a very well. Zi- 
Jackson €& More- eee gemuth is another transit operator who a e I 1 won o “ 
land in their Cas | Qed > distinguishes himself on the turf and ; |) against severa 
wide Tunnel Elec: cinders. He is a senior, comes from . \ other contestants 

ee Cortright, ¢'31 Milwaukee, and has thrown dirt in the }@| for the positoin in trification for the ° : | } . _— face of many a rival runner. Harry , ff tryouts held last Great Northern and the Hoboken Dever and Leonard Angoli are two a a With hi 
Terminal Electrification for the Dela- oceans ails wh hold " ee ya ve 18 _ ee ae ~ more junior civils who uphold the \ i two aeeiseNE he ware, Lackawanna and Western Rail- school’s reputation in this sport. Dever j desions all the for. 

road. is from Beloit, and Angoli claims Mil- , eral and drills 
a waukee as a home town. Louis Berg : ' tees! the band into do- 

ENGINEERS COVER GROUND AS was on the squad last year, but is un- a a . “ 
CROSS-COUNTRY RUNNERS able to be out for cross-country this Ce eee) OS them correctly, 

It is surprising to note how many season. He will be out for indoor Le) y ee all of . which is 
engineers are active in athletics at Wis’ track, however. He is also a junior og aan quite a job. 
consin. An inspection of the roster of civil. Winston Bone is a sophomore - The band will 
practically all of the varsity sports chemical engineer living in Madison Wohlgemuth, c’31 make a trip to 
shows a good percentage of engineer who should do some good work in the Evanston to show the Purple rooters 
names along with those of other col next few years. John Gillette is a what a real band looks like. 

aaa
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It took something more 

than book learning 

to lick this cyclone 

A cyclone twists its destructive way through the West... telephone lines go down... 

communication must be restored ... page Western Electric! @,There’s a real “kick” in 

vad -, meeting and beating such emergencies. It calls for scientific manage- 
pron ay At 

=O ment, of course, the sort of knowledge you can get from books and 

ote omine 
area but a mater training. But over and above that comes the sudden demand for 

resourcefulness, man-sized ability, sheer grit. @.To supply the telephone companies of 

the Bell System with everything needed to give service, Western PS> BS 

Electric carries on a dependable, nation-wide system of distribution. ee a4 
ni oe, 

Like secondary defense 

A vast undertaking—yet only one of this company’s varied functions. up the nation's tine of 

Manufacturers... Purchasers... Distributors 

SINCE 1882 FOR if” BELL SYSTEM
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NEW METHOD OF CAR WASHING of each alloy, especially in the machin- 000,000 or about the same as an equal 

REDUCES MAINTENANCE ing of it in the shops. length of concrete highway. In ad- 
A new method of car washing, de- The machine-tool engineer has dition there are many thousand miles 

veloped and perfected for its own use sought to incorporate flexibility of de- of oil lines. It has even been proposed 
by an eastern railroad, presents a new sign and increased rigidity in coping to transport coal by piping it. The lo- 
idea in a very practical and usable man- with the more stringent demands upon cation, construction, and operation of 
ner. In the past the cleaning of rail- the tools,—increased range and number pipe lines is demanding the services of 

way cars presented an expensive and of feed and speed combinations result civil engineers in considerable numbers. 
tedious problem and many new meth: directly in increased pewer. Though One gas company has, at the present 

ods of washing have been proposed these developments are apparently log- time, seven or eight locating parties in 
and adopted by various railway com- ical steps in the metal-working indus the field. About $250,000,000 will be 
panies. Of them all the new method try, they are none the less brought out spent for new lines in 1930. 

of washing seems to be the best. sooner by the problems of machining — 

The cost of washing a car by the old the newer metals,—special. alloys. MAKING NATURAL GAS 

method averages five and one-half doll- , AVAILABLE 

ars a car, that is requiring the labor of POWER FROM THE GULF STREAM Natural gas, of which there are 

eleven men at fifty cents an hour for The newspapers of September 9 an’ abundant known supplies, is being 
an hour each car. The new method nounced that Prof. Georges Claude, made available over a wide range of 

permits the washing of one hundred French scientist, had succeeded in country thanks to the development of 

cars during an eight hour day, employs launching and sinking a large tube that pipe line transportation. The range 

five men and reduces the average cost will constitute a part of an installation has increased from 250 miles in 1927 

per car to twenty cents apiece. When designed to utilize the heat energy of to 450 miles at the present time, with 

hundreds of cars have to be cleaned the Gulf Stream. The tube was in- a promise of 1000-mile distribution in 

this saving represents a small fortune. stalled at Matanzas, Cuba. This was the near future. Among the long dis- 

The apparatus used consists of two Prof. Georges’ third attempt to install tance projects under consideration are: 

independent _ sections. One © section the tube, two other tubes having been a line from ‘Texas to Chicago, one from 

uses water as its cleaning agent while destroyed at a loss of $1,000,000. California to Washington, and one 

the other uses oxalic acid. The first The system proposed by Claude and from California to Montana. 

part of the apparatus is a vertical, Boucherot ‘prop on te gene ate ipower = 

walllike structure, built on a founda) {0m the sea by “boiling” the warm RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN 
tion at the side of the track. It has surface water in a vacuum produced by BOULDER DAM CONTROVERSY 

three revolving brushes vertical to the feecle sof re cold water from he deep The United States Supreme Court, 

sides of the car. The second section is SY" The steam so generated is to be. Gor, 13, approved the State of Ariz- 

also built on a foundation parallel to used in a very low pressure turbo gene ona’s long-threatened suit to challenge 

the track and has a series of horizontal T@tOF °P aan # a eh ae etd the legality of the act creating Boulder 

brushes placed which operate with a me wo 4 a turbine al een built Dam, when a bill of complaints, con- 

reciprocating movement. Each brush fs Be aaa 19 ree wars ol tl taining disputes against six other Col- 

revolves with a velocity of three hun- oie baal a h Rin Mone i P BL orado Basin States and the Sec. of the 

dred revolutions per minute. The water on the | di s ot th nay cuse 1 Per Int., was permitted to be filed. The 

is sprayed with high pressure and Cased inaicate 2. the prop raid 18 defendants were allowed until January 

brushed at the same time. The method base upon sound energy considera 5 1931, to file their replies. Until the 

is highly efficient and does fully as well tions. The ine to be feasibility of the replies are filed it is a matter of ques- 

the job done by manual labor. project remains 0, De proven: tion as to whether or not an injunction 

_ TT can be issued. While six other states 

BOOM TIMES FOR PIPE LINES are objects of the complaint the chief 

SPECIAL ALLOYS IN THE MA- The practicability of transporting charge is meant entirely for the Secre- 
CHINE-SHOPS TODAY certain commodities by pipe line seems tary of Interior. The states seem to 

The machine-designer, in order to to be thoroughly established if the pres’ be drawn into the controversy merely 

capably answer problems arising from ent activity in constructing such lines as an ends to obtain immediate action 

the use of special alloys in the machine can be taken as a criterion. A recent jin the Supreme court as an action be- 

shops, turn to the metallurgist for his survey by the Union Trust Company tween states. If they had not been 

answer. The increase in popularity of Cleveland shows that there are now drawn in the fight, Arizona would have 

and variety of the newer metals de- £0,000 miles of lines transporting na- to begin the court action in the State 

mands of the machine-designer, today, tural gas alone. The investment in courts. 

fuller knowledge of the characteristics these lines is reputed to be $2,000,- Arizona contends, in their complaint, 

aaa
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Oxwewen PIPE JOINTS 
@ 

—as strong as the pipe 

Modern piping design demands joints that measure up 

to the strength of the pipe itself. The oxwelded joint 

meets this demand in a thoroughly practical and eco- 

nomical way. It is strong and permanently tight. It (a Diy ae 

fully justifies the high efficiency expected of it and || Lin res GEN 
Lae. 

has definitely taken its place as the standard means of Yb dare O-fuce 

; i agi eee pipe fabrication. eaice ee 

Progressive engineers demand the 100 per cent iM cae 

efficient oxwelded joint. i a 

THE LINDE AIR PRODUCTS COMPANY, THE PREST-O-LITE COMPANY, INC., 

OXWELD ACETYLENE COMPANY, UNION CARBIDE SALES COMPANY, 

Units of UNION CARBIDE AND CARBON CORPORATION 

General Offices .. 30 E. 42nd St.,N.W. Tea Sales Offices... in the Principal Cities 

65 Linde plants . . . 48 Prest-O-Lite plants . . . 174 Oxygen Warchouse stocks . . 156 Acetylene 
Warehouse stocks . . . 42 Apparatus Warehouse stocks . . . 245 Union Carbide Warehouse stocks
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that their state rights had been violated the type demanding nearly 100% man- engineer in the underpinning of struc- 

and they demand a permanent injunc- ual labor, except for the drilling and tures was greatly in demand. Huge 

tion against the construction of the blasting work. The second system of buildings and over-street-structures re- 

dam. They also say it is unconstitu’ subways attempted by New York was quired reenforcement until the opera- 

tional and their claim is supported by begun in 1914 and continued thru to _ tions of building the subway were fin- 

five reasons. It also said that by the 1918. The methods of construction ished. The under-street conduits were 

H . | 
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The Mechanical Engineering building as it appeared under construction in September. 

authority of the Secretary of the Inter’ changed but slightly between these pe- carried by street-decking apparatus. 

ior to sell electric power it deprived riods and nothing of spectacular de- Elevated railways also demanded their 

the state of its right to collect taxes velopment in the line of new machinery share of the underpinning structure. 

from other people who desire to use and tools was announced. Due to the water conditions encoun- 

Arizona’s natural resources. The act During the current year and several tered in the process of building a 

authorizes the projects which seem to years previous new subways have been great deal of study was required to 

make ample provision for the States of in process of construction in New York select a suitable plan for drainage. A 

Arizona and Nevada's returns from City. _The methods of construction are system was finally adopted by which 

the Boulder Dam. It is believed that far different from those employed in the use of sump and ditches accom- 

both states benefit far more than if al’ years previous. Work was facilitated ‘ vntiens 4 
i plished the objective in demand. Un- 

lowed to be operated by private power by huge clam shells and power shovels 4 : 
: we : lerwater was encountered in a great 

development. working on street level depositing their : : : 
: number of places in the city. Different 

_—— load in motor trucks of five yard capac- ‘ls d ded diff 

SUBWAY CONSTRUCTION IN NEW ity, the trucks carting the dirt much ‘Hs demanded different treatment and 
YORK easier and with less required space than * greatly varied water drainage system 

Subway construction in the modern former methods of hauling. In addi was the result. The modern subway 

era of machine working has developed tion to the difficulties of cave-ins from proceeds with a great deal less danger 

a new and interesting aspect in the silt, quicksand, loose dirt and rock and with far greater speed due only to 

many details demanding new methods which made lining and reenforcement the advanced tools and greater engi- 

of working. of the walls of the subway all very nec’ neering skill in coping with obstinate 

In 1900-1904 subway work was of — essary, the experience of the modern difficulties. 
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In your Profession the fellows actually out Gee SI ' 

on the job find [UFKIN products unsurpassed ~ LS 

for Accuracy, Durability, and Convenience. THE /UFAIN fp WILE Co. 

You would do well to profit by their experi- (LUFAIN : 

ence. Send for Catalog. SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 
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5, sees! One otation— lwo Fuels 
S557 tS OS WEA 

The steam electric generating stations of the Florida 

Public Service Company are designed to burn either 

coal or oil. 

When market fluctuations or transportation costs seri- 

ously affect the cost of either fuel, these plants can take 

advantage of the most favorable price. 

GE 
[a; 

iz) Each situation has its own particular requirements. But 

Qi in every case the owner wants to plan and build for 

present and future economies. Barstow Engineers may 

be able to cut your operating and construction costs. 

They will be pleased to consult with you. 
The Barstow staff is 

qualified to handle . . 
every detail of the job. Our twenty-page construction booklet will be for- 

warded on request. 

W. S. BARSTOW & COMPANY, INc. 
Engineering — Design — Construction 

120 Wall Street, New York, N.Y. 412 Washington Street, Reading, Pa. 

Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write
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Sharpening— Winners 
; Hard knocks are part of hockey. The player who 

An expense which good cutters “stars” must be able to stand the gaff. Similarly 

with a valve. do much to reduce eae ees 
It is the ability of Jenkins Valves to take the hard 

di d h 7 knocks and strains of service . . . of rough handling, 

Aes evoted to shatpening of pipe weight, settling, lifting, expansion and 
cutters is a necessary part of every pro- contraction. These set Jenkins apart as winners. 

duction plant. The use of good cutters, Into the making of every Jenkins goes a craftsman- 

however, will keep the expenses of maintain- ship that can come only from many years of 
. h d lab heels experience in valve manufacture ... an experience 

Ing SUCH [a Gepattment -— JAQOF; WHEE Ss dating back to 1864. From the first perfect con- 
equipment — at the lowest level. trol of raw metals to the final assembly, excellence 

Sharpening costs eat heavily into profits. is the keynote of Jenkins manufacture. 
And, inaddition, sharpening wears away the Practically every valve job is a job for a Jenkins. 

dsh heir lif dso in Form 100 show a representative group of Jenkins 

CUieTS at . shottens their Ie — an in iron and bronze. Glad to send a copy. 
creases their cost. Brown & Sharpe Cutters 

effect large savings in sharpening depart- Send for a booklet descriptive of 
Ask f f Small Tool Jenkins Valves for any type of 

ments. Aske TOP your Copy © a . ng building in which you may be 
Catalog No. 31 listing a complete line of aa | interested, 

3 Pays. 
cutters. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Provi- Bal FANS BRE, 

eleneepls er) MSS ae | MEMaE Nat 
133 No. Seventh Street.” Philadelphia, Pa. 

BS 646 Washington Boulevard. Chicago, Il. 
| 1121 San Jacinto... Houston, Texas 

JENKINS BROS,, Limited 
Montréal, Canada ‘London, England 

Brown & Sharpe J ki 

Lower Production Costs } 
ca Since 1864 
ee 
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METHODS OF CROWN IMPROVEMENTS DYNAMITE clears the way for modern engineering wonders! 

(Continued from page 39) ae, ed 

widths, and a typical gutter section, is given. This gutter aay . _. 
(A o 

section has a rise of 1 inch from the low point to the outer |e ay ‘ a 

edge, a distance of 1.25 feet. Values of ordinates, from the TH E ~e lian SS a, ae 

pavement surface to a straight line drawn from the low point aN ; “a My, 
of the gutter, are shown for the one-quarter point, one-third HH U D s oO N : Bee 
point, and center. For comparative purposes, a column of ya 5 

ordinarily used crowns is also given. R I V E rR ~ 

The crowns figured on the one-quarter point basis differ ae 

little from those for the third-point basis. Either makes a B RI D G E ‘al nT “ 
satisfactory basis for design. It should be noted that the oe 
difference between the above crowns and the ordinary para- i oN aan 

bolic crown is approximately the amount saved on the side ae ee Fee 

quarters of the parabola, and while cutting down the side Ls s NY ~ ke \ 

pitch by about one-half, the pavement still has a slope satis- . SS wg . 

factory for drainage. The combined system suggested re- i. le Ss, iif 
sults in a minimum crown which need not be reduced for [_ df UK \ bes 

steeper grades; uniformity of crown for a given width is a fe “ a =< if 

distinct advantage. in NJ if 

The parabolic curve should be modified in some such man- Po - i_Z UN 

ner as indicated above if crown design is to be improved. i. oo 

There is no logical reason for adhering so closely to a curve [ : A NY ; 

which is unsuitable in many respects. Pe 3 bos: 

Scientists now tell us that some of the coal that we now [og ne 
use was thousands of years in formation; the older the coal, ice ; ¢ y a 

they say, the better it is. Which only goes to prove that|| BAQRRER gy a eas 
there is no fuel like an old fuel. : ae "  , ha wy ‘ : 

| ee “ad . se ne 

ya a | I! Pp Pi eae ie Ds 4 ts oo a & amily sa | P| | (cA | jae A | ese 
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a ee oid SS How dynamite was used to blast 
tunnels for anchoring 

. . gigantic cables 
ioneers in i 1932... after five years of 3,000,000 pounds of dynamite 

e e stupendous labor... the Hud- were required! 
En ineerl n son River Bridge, connecting the The engincer of today... and 

states of New York and New Jer- tomorrow .. . needs to know all 
sey, will be completed. there is to know about dynamite 

fi, Allis-Chalmers, extending over a pe- It is a single-span bridge... -+- the tool that helps to build 

Ao , riod of more than eighty years, has an 3500 feet long. At either end, a sh eee ces, daca, subways a 
CAC) unparalleled record of pioneering in oe adie, 650 feet high, rises i k oEee 
4 rales JY” the introduction of new processes, the 0 the sky: now. while you're gull in L 

ange? development of new machines, the ‘The construction of this mighty lege? Weite the du Pont Comy any 
4 establishment of world’s records for bridge is proof enough that, to the for a copy of the' Blasters’ Hand. 

size or capacity of machinery, for its modern engineer, nothing is 4094. ‘This booklet contains a ‘ 7 impossible! : : 
economy or for efficiency of operation. 1 wealth of information about ex- 

n this undertaking, as in count- losives ...information gathered 
Products of Allis-Chalmers less others, dynamite played a fiz8 vyearstexpetieticu iit making 

Electrical Machinery, Motors, Generators, Transformers, huge part. Du Pont dynamite and improving explosives. It is 
Spiichset seen. ane Tearaal es Waren eat was used for blasting approaches compact... handy. It is used in 

Pumps; Pumping Engines: Mining and Metallur- to the Hudson River Bridge... the classrooms of leading techni- 
sical Machinery: Sivan ond Elestical Polat. and for blasting the anchorage cal institutions. Your free copy 
Cement Machinery; Flour and Saw Mill tunnels for the cables. About is waiting for you. 

Machinery, Texrope Drives; Farm, Indus- 
dustrial and Crawler Tractors; Agricul- 

tural Machinery. E x Ppl OSIVES 

LLIS-CHALMERS M ANUFACTURING(O. E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., INC.—Explosives Dept. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. U.S.A. WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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ALUMNI NOTES 

(Contnued from page 45) 

| with the Commonwealth Electric Company of Chicago, IIl., 

as chief electrical engineer. 

Wegner, Ernest, e’29, has turned traitor on the engineers 

and is now studying patent law at night school. 

3 Westphal, Leslie C., e’30, is in the engineering department 

1 of the Chicago Transformer Company. He writes: “I enjoy 

the work very much although I do not care much about the 

city.” 
Whittemore, Herbert L., m’03, ME’10, chief of the section 

: of engineering mechanics at the Bureau of Standards, has 

- been appointed to the federal Building Code Committee by 

SINCE 1678 Secretary of Commerce Lamont, according to Washington 

: dispatches of August 28. The committee was organized in 

: iii 1921 by Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce. It 

STAN DARD iy WHICH consists of seven architects and engineers. Mr. Whittemore 
was instructor at the University of Illinois, Columbia Uni- 

QUALITY 1s JUDGED versity, and the University of Oklahoma before becoming 
< connected with the Bureau of Standards. 
inall VLC of Wolfe, Harry C., e’26, Address: 955 S. Braddock Ave., 

: Pittsburgh, Pa. 
RUBBER INSULATED WIRE anv CABLE , 

VARNISHED CAMBRIC WIRE anoCABLE MECHANICALS 

IMPREGNATED PAPER CABLE Caldwell, Earl L., m’24, former staff member of the Wis- 

ae consin Engineer, is in the sales department of the Johns- 

and TAPES Manville Corp., 18th and Michigan, Chicago. Caldwell mar- 
Manufactured hy ried Mary Ball, Wis. ’24. 

fe ee Davis, Elmer L., m’27, Address: 13810 Farwell Ave., Mil- 
Ruz THE 7 . . 
oo Okonite Cort sy teh ig Hie. Oe waukee, Wisconsin. 
The Okoni Callender Cable Co.1. Dewey, Filliam V., m’30, is working for a master’s degree 

Og Soa ee Ls at the Penn State University at State College, Pa. His ad- 

SO! FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK,-N.Y. dress is: University Club, State College, Pa. 

University Club, State College, Pa. 
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FE» An organization that covers many fields 
<a) 7 
=== s/ Gem . i ese) mo) Material Handling . . . 

reo ae \ 1%) ; iC eee NI Left—Lo-Hed Hoist on 

A-E-CO PRODUCTS et aa (4 4 ae overhead track a 

fa | eae si Below—Lo-Heds in factory eee y - 

Taylor Stokers tT . ; oll _ |, as 

BS) ~ ok Lae) be ee 
A-E-CO Marine Z =. Sa ; 
Auxiliaries eS eS 2 

i a a mi HE ENR axa ; ii Juruick Below—Lo-Hed Hoist Hall Pras || ae) 2 a) 
Refrigeration in machine shop [aanE™ = lia © Con © i 

A-E-CO Furnace | fe) qa fh 4 eee eye at ' Ls 
‘Armor | Bie ae ie lo-Hed Hoist with cab 

i Gk mae ye | 
. : omit Lin | “Zagat 3 ] 

Lo-Hed Electric Hoists NE ea ge j 0 3 

' la CEs Bee §=Wherever heavy weights must be lifted, there is 
— ay th | Le i borg b a job for the “Lo-Hed” Monorail Hoist. You find 

a A-E-CO car spotter NEA iat | aon ek 13 9 ‘| iton the production lines of the largest factories 
| \ oe Ly cael ale [a | (Ford has more than 200), in railroad shops, 
(9 | AU Ae Niece rosea be foundries, ice plants, printing plants... you find 

Fanaa Cte | yt Ai one | i it, too, in smaller establishments, service stations, 

Hohaght = : r= : ic garages, lumber yards, laundries, bakeries, hotels 
te ee _ ig one : a . 
aa br L 3 oe a ee Peed Ge od on the shipping platform . . . cutting costs, 

a Es “ s See §= increasing production, saving human effort. 

AMERICAN ENGINEERING COMPANY, 2441 ARAMINGO AVENUE, PHILADELPHIA 
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In the laboratories of scores of foundries and rolling mills, | When the findings of all tests are favorable, the metals 
a constant search is being conducted for a metal that is are made into valves and fittings for trials in the Crane 

stronger, more resistant to temperature strains, and more _ plant that will approximate actual working conditions. 
economical to produce. Almost as constantly the com- Then, Crane Co. sends out these new materials to cer- 

pounds and alloys so developed are being brought to tain engineers who are interested in advancing piping 
Crane Co. for trial. practice. They use them in actual service: observing 

The court that passes on them is composed of the most _ them over long periods, sending full reports to Crane Co. 

experienced Crane designers, metallurgists, and engineers. . . 
Under its direction bars of the new metals are carefully Not only do materiale thus developed serve all industry. 
tested for ductility, reduction of area, elastic limit, and They have contributed toa vast library of enginesting 
yield and breaking points. Hardness, transverse strength, data on metals and their capabilities. Much of this is em- 

and torsional strength are measured, behavior under tem- _ bodied in a book, «« Pioneering in Science,’’ a valuable 

perature strains is determined by‘¢1000-hour creep tests.” reference manual for students. Let us send it to you, 

PIPING MATERIALS TO CONVEY AND CONTROL STEAM, LIQUIDS, OIL, GAS, CHEMICALS 
CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 

NEW YORK OFFICES: 23 W. 44TH STREET 
Branches and Sales Offices in One Hundred and Ninety-four Cities
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Ka - elas Douglas, James Eugene, m’30, is a student engineer for the 
eT : : : : (ge N ' My ry XY Vilter Manufacturing Company at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

“es Ea \ y if nN Ferguson, Phil M., ms’24, is associate professor of civil en- 
Vif & Fes MY My My Le] VN gineering at the University of Texas at Austin. 
iD ae Gerlach, Harold W., m’30, is doing experimental research 

| HR RTEE CATE : on Diesel engines for the Fairbanks-Morse Company at 
es Bae Beloit, Wisconsin. 
[ies é SSS Zaumeyer, R. J., ch’29, has been promoted to the position 
CS I of engineer of the Lakeside Mill of the Kimberly-Clark Cor- 
KY aT an yes y poration, Neenah, Wisconsin. 

YY Vi rf ny Ke NZ Mueller, John R., m’30 has just returned from Canada, 
Wh cy KY Ag where he spent the entire summer fishing and canoeing. He 
NSN Ex? SS says he got some good movies of wild game and saw some 

beautiful country. Now he intends to try to get a job. 

Schefe, F. K., m’30, is with the American Sheet and Tin 
U. d b L d Plate Company at Gary, Indiana. 

y CHEMICALS 
2 Ev I di t N. K. Demmon, ch’29, has discontinued his employment 

in ery n as ry with the Thermotomic Carbon Company, Monroe, Louisiana, 

and is now engineer for the National Carbon Company, 

BAILEY PRODUCTS, already so Cleveland, Ohio. 
firmly established in the Central Kinney, Harold J., ch’80, is one of the increasing number 

Station Field that they are standard of engineers who turn traitor to all they learned in college 
equipment in more than 95% of the up- and take up patent law. He is employed by Pennie, Davis, 
to-date plants, are now being used more Marvin, and Edwards, a New York law firm. Address: 1836 
and more by the leaders in every line Lamont St. N. W., Washington, D. C. 
of industry—where they are reducing Leon Monfried, ch’29, is chemist for the city of Milwaukee 
the losses, improving combustion con- at the Sewage Disposal Station. 
ditions and providing accurate, reliable Ross, George H., ch’27, is employed by the DuPont Cello- 
and trustworthy data for accounting phane Company, Buffalo, New York. 

systems. Schutt, John W., ch’30, is a cadet engineer with the Sea- 
BAILEY PRODUCTS ioe ee one a ae New Jenset. . 

Automatic Control _Liquid Level Gages mumeyer, K. J ch29; has been promoted ‘to ‘the position 
Boiler Meters Manometers of engineer of the Lakeside Mill of the Kimberly-Clark Cor- 
Coal Meters Multi-Pointer Gages poration, Neenah, Wisconsin. 
Draft Recorders Pressure Recorders Zi 5 a 
Drainage Controls Pump Controls (Group) immerman, Gordon B., ch’31, was married last July 5 

Feed Water Regulators Pump Governors to Miss Mary Kyes at Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 
Fluid Meters Selsyn Operated Gages —— 
Gas Flow Meters Tachometers 
Gravity Recorders Temperature Recorders MINERS 

V-Notch Weir Meters Turneaure, F. Stuart, min’27, son of Dean Turneaure, 

. has returned from Bolivia where he was geologist for the 

Bailey Meter Co. Patine Mines. He will take graduate work at Harvard 

Cleveland, Ohio this year. His wife and three year old daughter, Donna, 

have accompanied him East. 

i | } SS ig 
ha Oa dae ey FOUR YEARS AT WISCONSIN rn) 1 oe) ‘ 

Prima i as | al (Continued from page 38) 

hy a ng | i There is apparently a great deal of controversy among 

Soe W « é ee the engineering educators of the country as to whether or not 
\ Gate. ca e| the engineering colleges are functioning as they should. 

Ra } 7 w aa ‘ i Current professional literature regularly devotes considerable Co) ar @ : €-¢ 1 @ fi dln Te space to the ever growing problem of engineering education. 
[emi ers ed oa 4 es! |S There is great argument on all sides, with specialization ver- 

i : se i | sus non-specialization, technical courses versus non-technical 

‘ Pee oe courses, and functional education versus non-functional edu- 
Re aa Eee : 8 | cation. Some eductors, supposed authorities, argue one way, 

ss iy oe others, equally able, argue another. The point is that even 

} ; | a nny { ! Hit) 9 Hitt \ 
| | | | | | 
| | 
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| | | 

| | | 
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é = -- E ss eee increasing production, saving human effort. 
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In the laboratories of scores of foundries and rolling mills, When the findings of all tests are favorable, the metals 

a constant search is being conducted for a metal that is are made into valves and fittings for trials in the Crane 

stronger, more resistant to temperature strains, and more _ plant that will approximate actual working conditions. 
economical to produce. Almost as constantly the com- Then, Crane Co. sends out these new materials to cer- 

pounds and alloys so developed are being brought to tain engineers who are interested in advancing piping 

Crane Co. for trial. practice. They use them in actual service: observing 
The court that passes on them is composed of the most them over long periods, sending full reports to Crane Co. 

experienced Crane designers, metallurgists, and engineers. 7 . 

Under its direction bars of the new metals are carefully Not only do materials thus developed serve all industry. 

tested for ductility, reduction of area, elastic limit, and They have contributed to a vast library of engineering 
yield and breaking points. Hardness, transverse strength, data on metals and their capabilities. Much of this is em- 

and torsional strength are measured, behavior under tem- bodied in a book, «« Pioneering in Science,’ a valuable 

perature strains is determined by“*1000-hour creep tests.” _ reference manual for students. Let us send it to you. 
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ait ty Douglas, James Eugene, m’30, is a student engineer for the 
Ngee aN \\y Mi NDS Vilter Manufacturing Company at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. 

gos Ny ah Lay Ferguson, Phil M., ms’24, is associate professor of civil en- 
Ife ays \ Kt Cy a aN gineering at the University of Texas at Austin. 

Hii oe ae SN Gerlach, Harold W., m’30, is doing experimental research 
TRE 7 QAR \ on Diesel engines for the Fairbanks-Morse Company at 
tt HR ae aan Joi _ : He ReSssHint Beloit, Wisconsin. 

Wi RA» QS St Zaumeyer, R. J., ch’29, has been promoted to the position KA Re I] SSH : 
UNS oS SHE of engineer of the Lakeside Mill of the Kimberly-Clark Cor- 
KAY y an rN RY) Fey poration, Neenah, Wisconsin. 
YY Vi ei My “ NZ Mueller, John R., m’30 has just returned from Canada, 
Roe iin! TRS oy i , § 
aS et nN SEA where he spent the entire summer fishing and canoeing. He 

NSS a says he got some good movies of wild game and saw some 

beautiful country. Now he intends to try to get a job. 

Schefe, F. K., m’30, is with the American Sheet and Tin 

Plate Company at Gary, Indiana. 

Used by Leaders ———— 
CHEMICALS 

’ Ev I di t N. K. Demmon, ch’29, has discontinued his employment 

m ery n as ry with the Thermotomic Carbon Company, Monroe, Louisiana, 

and is now engineer for the National Carbon Company, 

BAlleY PRODUCTS, already so Cleveland, Ohio. 
firmly established in the Central Kinney, Harold J., ch’30, is one of the increasing number 

Station Field that they are standard of engineers who turn traitor to all they learned in college 
equipment in more than 95% of the up- and take up patent law. He is employed by Pennie, Davis, 

to-date plants, are now being used more Marvin, and Edwards, a New York law firm. Address: 1836 
and more by the leaders in every line Lamont St. N. W., Washington, D. C. 
of industry—where they are reducing Leon Monfried, ch’29, is chemist for the city of Milwaukee 
the losses, improving combustion con- at the Sewage Disposal Station. 
ditions and providing accurate, reliable Ross, George H., ch’27, is employed by the DuPont Cello- 
and trustworthy data for accounting phane Company, Buffalo, New York. 
systems. Schutt, John W., ch’30, is a cadet engineer with the Sea- 

BAILEY PRODUCTS board By-Product Coke Co. at Kearney, New Jersef. 

Autoniatic Control Liquid Level Gages Zaumeyer, R. J., ch’29, has been promoted to the position 

Boiler Meters Manometers of engineer of the Lakeside Mill of the Kimberly-Clark Cor- 
Coal Meters Multi-Pointer Gages poration, Neenah, Wisconsin. 
Draft Recorders Pressure Recorders Zi , es don B., ch’31 ied last July 6 
Drainage Controls Pump Controls (Group) LIBCE MAN; OFCOM: By CRigl, Was: married: JAst, duly: 
Feed Water Regulators Pump Governors to Miss Mary Kyes at Oshkosh, Wisconsin. 
Fluid Meters Selsyn Operated Gages cae ee 
Gas Flow Meters Tachometers 
Gravity Recorders Temperature Recorders MINERS 

V-Notch Weir Meters Turneaure, F. Stuart, min’27, son of Dean Turneaure, 

‘ has returned from Bolivia where he was geologist for the 

Bailey Meter Co. Patine Mines. He will take graduate work at Harvard 
Cleveland, Ohio this year. His wife and three year old daughter, Donna, 

have accompanied him East. 
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ra J Pr et ry (Continued from page 38) 

qi = = ri iI There is apparently a great deal of controversy among 
he rt 4 W * : am ' the engineering educators of the country as to whether or not 

ST ee oe | the engineering colleges are functioning as they should. 
oe ) Ye ‘| rl ‘ eS J i Current professional literature regularly devotes considerable 

a ; é | @ : ) I) ech Lt ie space to the ever growing problem of engineering education. 
DA Bias 6 : £ ne a - ij ‘ . : qe . 

er eta: DLA ia ES i There is great argument on all sides, with specialization ver- 
= a | sus non-specialization, technical courses versus non-technical 

ee ay & | courses, and functional education versus non-functional edu- 
ee ‘ on a“ | cation. Some eductors, supposed authorities, argue one way, 

he) f AY Ne | others, equally able, argue another. The point is that even 
& NS te \ ce aN . the men at the head of our engineering eductional institu- 
Pee X xe : \ te 8} 8 
fees NEI RG Ey Note aL. a tions are in dispute over the present system of “educating” 
pe MER Ne iD Pp. g 
oe os TASTER =< ! i their students. The whole problem, as I see it, reverts back 

=i tC SCOT to two simple questions: (1) does the would-be engineer 
ee know into what branch of engineering he ultimately wishes 

BAILEY METERS AND BAILEY CONTROL to enter? and (2) has he enough experience, intelligence, 

and foresight to know what courses he ought to take in col- 
lege to fit himself for his particular field? 
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A * ES LG get seit | 7 electric plant where Worthington NE ay enka || A representative Worthington installa equipment can be installed to help eee Via , 4 ed Fa) tion... two 42,000 sq. ft. surface con- 
insure reliable and economical ee a oN densers with centrifugal circulating operation, Ps 7 eS OS pL ed.. Se pumps and other auxiliaries, at the 5 J a aes oe, N Nay “0 “am Avon, Ohio, station of the Cleveland 

2° OR meee Ee 4 Pe Ma Electric Illuminating Company. Recent 
af tie » ; Ba] tests showed that the vacuum main- : ie LN od BA) | tained in these condensers is among the 

\ 7 a | bighest on record, 
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Wor thington Equipment 
T HAT is a question which many a power plant man asks himself when plan- 

ning replacements or expansion. The desire to install Worthington units 
wherever possible is usually the result of experience with Worthington in- 
stallations. Sometimes the faithful and efficient performance of one piece of 
Worthington equipment creates the urge to install other units designed by the 
the same engineers and built to the same high standards. 

Worthington 's reputation for building good aT 
equipment, coupled with a progressive spirit = = dsr —~™ 
which keeps Worthington products abreast ee LIN | " ee of each advancement in modern power plant | Fuss cas ences | practice, is continually winning new friends | COMPRESSORS DIESEL ENGINES | for this organization. | Sta onary and Portable WATER, OIL and ES a . || CONDENSERS © GASOLINE METERS Keep informed on the current develop- ao ae 

FF ments in Worthington products, In the [!  geepwaTER «= CHROMIUM. nearest Worthington district office, you will | HEA ERS PLATING. = : : C(O find qualified engineers ready to assist you, ee 
: : a ite erates on Roques cal without placing you under any obligation. [bec ea | 

WORTHINGTON PUMP AND MACHINERY CORPORATION Works: Harrison, N.J. Cincinnati, Obio Buffalo, N.Y. _ Holyoke, Mass, 
Executive Offices: 2 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 

GENERAL OFFICES: HARRISON, N. J. 
District Sales Offices and Representatives: 

ATLANTA CHICAGO DALLAS’ EL PASO LOS ANGELES PHILADELPHIA ST. PAUL SEATTLE BOSTON CINCINNATI DENVER HOUSTON NEW ORLEANS PITTSBURGH SALT LAKE CITY TULSA BUFFALO CLEVELAND DETROIT KANSASCITY NEW YORK ST. LOUIS SAN FRANCISCO WASHINGTON 
Branch Offices or Representatives in Principal Cities of all Foreign Countries
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x = o To both of these questions I answer a very emphatic “no”. 

ras Re. A high school lad, for example, might be interested in elec 

EA hala ‘ pea p Sey tricity and think he ought to take the Electrical Engineering 

AN Sr Lay = - ayes Course when he enters the University, but he knows prac- 

iW] = RE cecilia] | tically nothing about anything, let alone have any intelligent 
rm TWN as reason for wanting to take the Electrical Engineering course. 

OW ey bt Of course, there is a good bit of chance in it; he may happen 

View ih ian to like it and he may not, but the mere fact that he is inter- 

HR — : wh rt ested in electricity is not going to make him take an interest 

! \74 bE E | | I AN ' 4 4 in the course. The point is that the average student on en- 

: i" Tf =" ie Ah < yy ia i tering the College of Engineering doesn’t know for sure 

fa AL. \ eimai rt ip il » ¥ Cy ; whether he will ultimately be interested in any one of the 

had: : i wy “FZ [oul £ f a Gi i many branches ofengineering. The Engineering faculties find 

| ale /_ (8 ey — } Ne) themselves in a very peculiar position; they are confronted 

tae = OS Lek Je SUN with the problem of admitting large numbers of would-be 
= Y eh i Vnse(( fe Roebling I engineers, and of giving to each a course of study adapted 

poser | aa oS Wire Rope eA to his own particular needs, when neither he nor the faculty 

Ves Se a co ‘o Exch sei pee know what those needs are. I will even go so far as to claim 

ae << Ne [og ee Le that a student after two or three years in an engineering 

|BYe ebling college cannot be expected to know into what branch of en- 

dj gineering work he will ultimately go. After all, I think 

Av,VA re Ro e the real criticism’ of Engineering colleges in not what courses 

P Pp they offer, not in whether the courses are too technical or too 

For all types of construction work — Pe highly specialized; in the end, I don’t think it’s going to make 

use Roebling eZ Pe a great deal of difference whether a man took Electrical or 

SO a) Fi | Civil Engineering, or any other kind of engineering, while 

pe ine haus Company S Se DTZ in college. The value of a college education, is appears to 

: Vy Moet z ie me lies not in a wise selection of courses, but in the contacts 

_ a which the student makes with his associates and his instruc- 

———_—_—————— | tors, with men who are actually doing worthwhile things in 

oor senses | * Mommie | 
AES a As I look back over my four years at the University, I am 

ro ™ “a at once struck by the fact that no one event, or person, or 
re ce i , 

Rr as thing seems to stand apart from the commonplace routine of 

| Whatever theapplicationthere’s “| college life; I see only a haze of faces, class-rooms, lectures, 

a a Tycos Instrument for it. Each a books, and formulas—long and tedious formulas, their 

vy is the result of exact investigation derivations and remembering, formulas in mathematics, 

into the service requirements physics, mechanics, electrical courses; the whole four years 

surrounding each application.A seems to have been spent in an endless substitution in form- 

line, complete and uninterrupt- ulas. There are formulas for this for that, for the other; 

ed, embracing instruments for everything was formulas. Of course, I realize that this con- 

every purpose into which the fac- clusion is a bit superficial, but it typifies, better than any- 

tors of heat or temperature enter. thing I can think of, my impression of the Electrical Engi- 

neering Course. 

Catalogs on Request One of the things which I think every student who takes 

faylor /nstrument Companies | his college work seriously should possess is an intimate ac- 

ROCHESTER, N.Y.,U. 8. A. quaintance with at least one of the faculty members; a man 

\ d to whom the student can take his troubles and difficulties, a 

ba ee are £4 | man whom the student can work with as well as work under, 

= TORONTO SHORT & MASON, LTD., LONDON, E.17 - a man who can understand the student and sympathize with 
( . é < him, who can meet the student on common ground and just 

_ | C OSs re quaintance is obviously a practical impossibility. The first 

a y coc two years of the student’s college life are spent under more 

TEMPERATURE or less incompetent instructors who may be interested in 

teaching, may be interested in their research work, or may 

INSET RUMENTES even be solely interested in their monthly checks. During 

sot my four years at the University, I have suffered each of these 

three types. It is not until his last year and a half that the 

een
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Mightiest of all the mighty forces behind modern te — : a 

civilization is Electric Power. For Electricity ex- Rex "Travelling, Water Sereen Instaliavion, 
tends its benefits to all. With power great enough jj a, : 

to turn the huge wheels of industry, it is so easily Ve aN 
controlled, so convenient, and so low in price, PO Ae oa iN : iy 

that the housewife may use it to heat her iron, to Ti AN 2 
run her sewing machine, or to operate her vacu- be ie : 4 a 
um cleaner. i ie ic —— ™ 

a i Oey RAN | > 
] | a LAG 
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Ta oo ’ Rex Drag Scraper Conveyor 

ay a ee | Rex Equipment has done much to bring the price 

ee VA " La. 7 | of electric power within the reach of the house- 
a 7 a ee ee holder and the small business. 

i nd ee (i . 
ee MO a ae Rex Coal and Ash Handling Systems, Rex-Stearns 

a = as a es Silo Storage Systems, and Rex Traveling Water 
Rex Cosi Waidine) aiMtalAtiOn Screens do their part in reducing Power Plant 

costs, and lowering the price of electric power. 

oe Rex Equipment for the mechanical handling of 

a _ material is used in practically every industry. 

: : : We shall be glad to send you information upon 

; |. its use in the industry that interests you. 

Go FV CHAIN BELT COMPANY 
(Se Soe ToT Bark Street Mibwatilbees Wiis: 

a hmmDChUCU US aN SO | dd al Of 
.. : Se, - zy rt 4 X a, SOS é 5 

SS ee “ pe XN SS Power Transmission 7 Conveying 

SS es en ON es Construction Equipment 
Rex Belt Conveyor for Handling Coal 

CHAIN BELT COMP 
THE STEARNS CONVEYOR COMPANY, _ Division of Chain Belt Company, East 200th St. and St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 

CONCRETE MIXERS * PAVERS + PLASTER MIXERS * PUMPS + SAW RIGS ¢ CHAIN © SPROCKETS 

BUCKETS 7 TRANSMISSION - ELEVATORS + CONVEYORS * TRAVELING WATER SCREENS
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—_— student comes into any semblance of contact with real worth- 
i i while men in his chosen profession. But the professors are 
! e : burdened with departmental duties, with executive duties 

} a i ] toriu I | Co. with the correcting of an endless number of reports, of prob- 

L i lems, and of written work, and with long tabulations of 

| i grades and grade-points. And with the increasing enroll- 
| j ment of late years, the faculties of our engineering colleges 
| i and other colleges as well—have reduced a ‘college education’ 

| i to a process, and grind out graduates with the machine-like 

! i precision of an automobile factory —so many subjects, so 

j  ™any reports, so many topics, so many grade-points, and then 

{ i the diploma. The modern so-called college education, I say, 

: ° ’ i ss today a fixed process. What are the results? I believe the 

Madison S i following to be true: the average graduate of an engineer- 

k jing college today, has only the slightest inkling and the j ing colleg ys y g g 
Master Cleaners j vaguest conception of what he is even supposed to know. 

i i He cannot think logically or clearly; he cannot adequately 

i j express, either in words or on paper, such ideas as he does 

i j occasionally get. He can appreciate neither literature nor 

i j music; of art he knows absolutely nothing; he has not even 

i j the slightest idea of what is going on in the world about 

i j him; and yet, simply because he has satisfied the faculty 
i { by the completion of so many courses, because he has ac- 

i j quired so many credits and so many grade points, he is ar- 
: {  tayed in an ill-fitting gown and an equally absurd head- 
i 558 State St. Phone B. 1180 i dress, and with all the solemnity of a, religious ceremony, his 

i 2136% Regent St. Phone B. 1182. {| four years or agony are finally rewarded, and he has the 
i i the degree Bachelor of Science conferred upon him. 

ee at tn tn tt tt tt ttt tt th th att ttt iy In answer to the above, one might very well ask, “but is 

not a thorough technical training all that is required of a 
Fn good engineer; and cannot a good engineer fulfill his func- 
i | tion in life without an appreciation of literature, or music, or 

i “Bair Prices—Friendly Service” | art?” I should say ‘no’, both for the engineer’s sake and the 
i Y l sake of society. I do not mean by this that the engineering 
i ! student should take a number of courses in the appreciation 
i 9 | of art, but I do think that the fact should be impressed upon 

I I him that there are other things going on in this world be- 

| | sides alternating current and transient electrical phenomena. 

i BOOK SHOP I b may polly Pe that students fan De taught to think by 

| | herding them into classrooms and throwing formulas at 

| CORNER STATE AND LAKE | them; it may be that it is his college course that makes the 
| | engineer; but I feel that the value of a college education lies 
| ° 1 d | in the close association with the worth-while men of the in- 

| S. lide-Ru es an | stitution. Dr. Max Mason, President of the University of 

| ° | Chicago, in an address a few days ago before the convention 
| Supp lies ! of the Association of American Colleges, said in closing, “Let 

| | your students be hewers of wood and drawers of water to 

| K. & E. SLIDE RULES FROM $1.00 UP | some great teacher who has a great problem on his hands— 
! sLIDE RULE GLASSES AND MAGNI- ! and who will share that problem. Establish for them contacts 
| ! with greatness—not with routine.” 
j FIERS FOR ALL K. & E. RULES j 
| ! Four years ago I entered the University with the inten- 

| ! tion of making engineering my life work. Today, I stand on 
B R O N’ S the threshold of that work, bewildered and uncertain. I don’t 

! \ \ : know whether I have chosen the wrong profession; I don’t 

| ! think I have; but the significant thing is that while at Wis- 
| BOO SHOP L  consin nothing has happened to Hila or encourage m K j consin, nothing has | rage my 
: CORNER STATE AND LAKE : interest in engineering work; there has been nothing that 

| ! inspired me; nothing but formulas, the substitution in an 
en endless number of formulas. 

Me eli Se == eS ee ee
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| See MALLATT for | | | yy oL f i i | ettercrait i 
; SCHAEFER PENS, CANDY, TOILET 

i ARTICLES, STATIONERY, MAGA- i | i 

i ZINES, NEWSPAPERS, SODA {| | 

i FOUNTAIN + | 

| 1 | i | ° I | | 
! Prescriptions Carefully i .. Dance Programs a 

Compounded id Engraved Stationery i 
| i i 
| . | I 

We Deliver | 

| ti | 
| . 1 | 
| t | ! 
i 1 | . ‘ I i MALLATT PHARMACY i | 725 University Avenue i PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST it on 
i 708 State Street Phone F. 3400 i i 

i i] A ee nee et anette ttt at enn 

When a man enjoys his work, the success of that particular job 
is assured. That’s why every order for printing, engraving, office 
supplies or furniture handled by us is always satisfactory to our 
customers. 

Each man in our organization knows his job thoroughly and 
enjoys his work—that’s his hobby, and you receive the benefit of 
his intense interest every time your orders are received by us. 
You'll be satisfied with our performance. 

Printers of The WISCONSIN ENGINEER 
OFFICE | : : for the Eleventh Consecutive Year : : | PRINTING 

SUPPLIES COMPANY
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LURKS TIME, THAT TOUGH OLD TESTER 
Where the chimneys of industry loom black against the sky, Time, 
That Tough Old Tester, draws his deadliest weapons. With acids 
and alkalies, with shattering vibration and ceaseless strain, he here 
attacks the works of man with greater eagerness, to prove how long 
things last. i 

And here, amid the mightiest of Time’s destructive forces, you will for Your Protection, 

find Reading 5-Point Pipe . . . resisting corrosive gases and fluids This Indented Spiral 

. . . absorbing shock and strain in its tough, fibrous structure . . . forever Marks 
lasting From two to five times longer than ordinary pipe under Time's l ee 
severest tests! ed & 

For Time .. . That Tough Old Tester . . . must stay his hand before Kul. 
Reading 5-Point Pipe, whether he finds it installed above ground SS ) D> 

se only Reading 5-Point Of below. The long generations have shown that Genuine Puddled a > 
Nees wih Rendive s- Wrought Iron, the material ofwhich this pipe is made, defies Time's UL aa 

eet ned onslaughts as does no other. That is why Reading 5-Point Pipe eM UV) | Comey 

spiral band. means enduring economy, enduring satisfaction. ot ce) 
A WROUCHT Fo, 

READING IRON COMPANY, Reading, Pennsylvania _\> emia 

Co ae GENUINE PUDDLED WROUGHT IRON oiiooeseeotires woe RPEIREADING Pip Ela 
Science and Invention Have Never Found a Satisfactory Substitute for Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron 

ESR 1a RT SS SS PERRY SS SS EE EY 

aaa aaa
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Out in mid-tink, flying skates cut the glassy surface of the ice into powder 
. amid the clatter of sticks and the hoarse, inarticulate cries of human beings . - 

4 “gy 
fe in combat.Back and forth goes the puck, now dexterously propelled down 7 =f 

? > : the side-lines by a fleet forward, now shuttled rapidly to and fro amid a ic gon | 
J} 4 tangled mass of sticks and legs. Yet fast as it moves, it never eludes the a | 2 

OX 4 watchful eyes of the two heavily-armored huskies who tend the goals. On y > “ih | 
adil guard, ready to thwart disaster with stick, skates, or any part of his body, a ek 

S. F. Henprrson the good “goalie’s” work is ever vital, and often spectacular, G. C. Santzman Armour Institute we, . : Carnegie Instituce rT eieas se Ina large organization like Westinghouse, there is need for a number of Te 
Contract Administration such expert “goal tenders.” Occupying positions in the Accounting, Legal Patent Department 

and Contract Departments, they carry on quietly their important work of 

wr guarding the resources, patent situations, and contractual relationships of 
| ) the company. And among them may be found many younger college men, — - _ . : 5 i a ey like those whose pictures appear on this page, who have found in this Mee 
7 iY work an opportunity to secure recognition and worthwhile reward. < (ai 

ee: Among the important pieces of electrical work handled by " a 
Westinghouse in recent years may be mentioned the following: s 

E. H. Hornpancer Cascade Tunnel Electrification, Great Northern Railway; W. F. Swezey Virginia Polytechnic ; University of Tiiitute, ipar Network Protector Installation, Chrysler Bldg., New York; Kansas, 1923 
Contract Administration Hydro-Electric Generating Equipment, Coolidge Dam, Arizona. Patent Department 

Westinghouse 
Please mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write 

iii i
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The banks of G-E floodlights at Georgia Tech's Grant Field can be adjusted to 

illuminate track meets as well as football games. 

G-E Floodlighting Wins F fe 

Football - Hockey - Track - Baseball - Tennis 

G-E floodlighting equipment has a winning record. Its victories are 

counted in terms of pleased spectators, increased attendance, satisfied 

coaches and players. 

The development of G-E athletic-field floodlighting equipment was 

planned with every consideration for the fundamental and special playing 

conditions it must meet. That is why the big Novalux projectors give 

ample and evenly diffused light over the entire playing area. 

The development of General Electric floodlighting equipment has 

largely been the work of college-trained men in the G-E organization 

— other college-trained men are largely responsible for the continuing 

leadership of General Electric in furnishing the many other products 

which bear the G-E monogram. 

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY 

EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.B.C. NETWORK 

95-770DH 
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